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Fuat Akdenizli. The Role of State Universities in Graphic Design Education in Turkey. Graphic design education is provided in state universities, private universities and vocational schools in Turkey. Even though private universities have begun to appear in the field of education in recent years, educational quality of state universities is still dominant. In this study, information about graphic design education in Turkey and the importance of state universities in graphic design education are given. Historical development of graphic design departments of state universities in Turkey is chronologically described. Their role in education is explained and compared with private universities. Today, many influential graphic designers in Turkey have graduated from these universities. As a result, it is seen that state universities in Turkey are still the most preferred institutions by students despite the lack of their technology. The current results are important because all of them demonstrate the role of state universities in graphic design education. These results also show that designers who graduated from these universities determine general trends in contemporary Turkish graphic design.
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Background. Graphic design education is provided by vocational high schools, state universities and private universities in Turkey. Students graduated from graphic departments of vocational high schools receive extra points at entrance examinations of graphic design departments of state universities. Graduates of graphic programs of vocational schools, which provide 2 years of education can continue their study at graphic design departments of universities after they have succeeded in required exams or begin to work professionally. Those students who graduate from these universities after 4 years of studies can attend master and doctoral degree programmes to become academicians. Graphic design education is not only offered in fine arts faculties but also in education faculties. But graduates of education faculties become teachers, not graphic designers.

The purpose of the article is to consider contribution of state universities in contemporary Turkish
graphic design education, to distinguish and characterize graphic design education at state universities and private educational establishments in historical perspective and also in modern context.

**Analysis of recent research and publications.** The fine arts education appeared in Istanbul where was the capital of the Ottoman Empire before Turkish Republic. In 1883, under the leadership of famous Turkish painter and archaeologist Osman Hamdi Bey, the arts education started under the name of Sanayi-i Nefise Mektebi. [7, p. 22] This institution, which will be transformed into Mimar Sinan University in the future, has only three departments but graphic design education was not given at that time.

In 1923, with the publicity of the republic, graphic design education became more academic. For the first time in 1927 a “Poster Workshop” was established in Mimar Sinan University. This workshop changed its name to “Graphic Workshop” in 1965 and started to provide more contemporary graphic education. [6, p. 37] This department was renamed in 1979 and in 1982. Today it is known as the Department of Graphic Design. This department specializes mainly in the field of multimedia design and advertising graphics. [6, p. 39]

Another important graphic education institution established in Istanbul is Marmara University, Fine Arts Faculty, Graphic Department. This university was founded on January 16, 1883 but graphic design education began in 1957. [4] This department has been established with an approach that emphasizes practice and has attempted to apply principles of “Bauhaus School” in its educational program. [8, p. 58] Since 1982, this department has continued to offer a four-year undergraduate program.

Gazi University was founded in Ankara, the capital of the Republic of Turkey is another important educational institution. Gazi University was founded in 1926 and only teachers were trained until 2005. The university has been training graphic designers since 2005 when its fine arts faculty was established. [3] Another important educational institution in Ankara is Hacettepe University. On March 28, 1983, the Graphic Department was established under the Faculty of Fine Arts. This Graphic Section has identified the purpose of education in synthesizing national cultural values with a contemporary interpretation. [5]

Izmir is Turkey’s third largest city. Since 1983, the Faculty of Fine Arts in Dokuz Eylül University has been providing qualified graphic design education. [2]

Graphic design departments have also increased due to the increase in the number of state universities. Today in Turkey there are 112 state universities and 62 private universities [9] and many of them have Department of Graphic Design in Fine Art Faculty.

Founded in 1984 in Ankara Bilkent University is the first private university in Turkey. Then, Başkent University was established in Ankara in 1994 and Yeditepe University in Istanbul in 1996. [1, p. 72] Many of them have Fine Arts Faculties and Graphic Design Departments. In recent years, Visual Communication Design Departments have been established under the Faculties of Communication. These departments also provide graphic design education. If you look at the curriculum, it is seen that these institutions concentrate on motion graphics and editing rather than desktop publishing. In this context, their graphic design education programmes are controversial.

Graphic design education at all departments in Turkey lasts for 4 years. In the first year of education, Basic Design programme is dominant. In the second year of training in many universities, students are introduced to the field of graphic design such as Graphic Design Studio, Printmaking, etc. In the third year of educational program, which is slightly differs from institution to institution, basic lessons of graphic design field include typography, desktop publishing, illustration, advertisement graphic etc. Graduate students take such specialized courses of graphic design as web design, animation and prepare their final project. In the last two years, there is a wide list of selective courses where students can also take courses from different departments.

A student graduated from the Department of Graphic Design can work as a graphic designer and art director in advertising agencies, government and promotion units of various companies. Students who completed their graduate school and doctoral programme can be academicians after passing necessary exams.

State universities and private universities have some dramatic differences in terms of graphic design education. The list is presented below:

1. The complexity and slowness of procurement processes in government agencies make technology follow-up difficult. At the private university, the purchasing process is done very fast, so it is easier for graphic design students to follow new technologies.

2. Education at state universities is free. Education at private universities has a fee, and this fee may increase over the year by year.

3. In state universities, Special Ability Examinations for selecting students to graphic design departments are more difficult. It is expected that students will have more than one exam to succeed. Special Ability Examinations are not the only determinant because private universities offer paid education.

4. The academic promotion of staff in state universities depends more on the procedure. Private universities distribute their staffs themselves. In this
context, it takes more time to promotion as an academician in state universities.

5. The quotas for graduate and doctoral students in graphic design programs in state universities are limited. It is difficult to win these quotas and students are expected to conduct qualified scientific researches. Private universities usually have no quota limit.

Conclusions. In Turkey graphic design education in state universities is still preffered by students more than private universities. The first reason is educational benefit of established universities. Some of today’s successful designers graduated from these universities and established universities and employers accept them as references.

State universities choose from the most talented candidates. It is the fact that more qualified candidates positively affect the quality of education.

In spite of old technological equipment, important national and international graphic design activities are held by state universities. These events also make it easier for graphic design students to interact with the world.

The fact that candidate students do not pay fees to state universities is another reason. Special scholarships are available in private universities but it is difficult to win these scholarships.

If you apply for a job graduation certificates from graphic design departments of state universities still provide a significant advantage in the labour market. Employers prefer students who have graduated from well-established universities.

Students graduated from state universities are advantageous at labour market and they are trend-setters of contemporary Turkish graphic design. Communication between alumni, professional organizations established by graduates and employers directly affect graphic design trends in Turkey. Today, many graphic designers who have an effect on Turkish graphic design are graduated from state universities. In this context, it is possible to say that state universities in Turkey are the guiding institutions of Turkish graphic design trends.
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